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Abstract 
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A simpler proof of the following theorem by Rudin is given: If C is compact, X x C normal, and 
Y a closed image of X, then Y X C is normal. 
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1. Introduction 
All spaces are Hausdorff and all maps are continuous. For all undefined 
notation and terminology, and the facts that are used without mention, we refer 
the reader to [4]. 
In [11,12] Rudin proved the theorem from the abstract, answering a conjecture 
of Morita [7,9]. The original proof was quite complicated prompting Przymusinski 
[lo, Problem lo] to ask for a simpler proof of Rudin’s theorem. 
The proof by Rudin consists of three steps, which we follow also in Theorems 
2.2, 2.4, 3.3. We first prove, in Theorem 2.2, a slight modification of Rudin’s 
Theorem 3, which we then use to prove Theorem 2 of [12]. A simple proof of 
Theorem 2 is given by Starbird [13] but both the original and Starbird’s proof are 
direct, they don’t use Theorem 3 of 1121, rather they essentially repeat the 
argument for Theorem 3. 
We also indicate how to use Theorem 2.2 to prove several other, well-known 
theorems involving products with a compact space. For example Tamano’s theo- 
rem [14,4] is an easy corollary of Theorem 2.2. 
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Then we give a simple proof of a weakened version of Rudin’s Theorem 4 in our 
Theorem 3.3 which suffices to finish the proof of the theorem from the abstract, 
given here as Theorem 3.1. 
Theorem 4 from 1121 had the hardest proof of the four theorems in [12], and we 
suspect that was the reason for Przymusi6ski’s question, see [lo, Theorem 3.21; 5, 
Lemma 1.181. Our Theorem 3.3 differs from Rudin’s Theorem 4 in that we assume 
that the space is in addition countably paracompact. This assumption shortens a 
little the original proof of Theorem 4, as noted by Rudin, but not much, see the 
proof of Lemma 10 in [12]. 
The proofs we give are sketchy, except for the proof of Theorem 3.3 but we 
believe that the paper is readable and self-contained. 
2. Rudin lemma 
Definition 2.1. Let H and K be two subsets of XX C. A family (U x 0, : U E z!} 
of open subsets of XX C is called an (H, K )-separation (in XX C) iff 
(i) Z is a locally finite open cover of X; and 
(ii) forevery UEZ!, Hn(UXC)CUXO, and 
KnUxO,=o. 
Observe that if every two closed disjoint subsets of XX C have a separation in 
X x C then the product XX C is normal. The converse holds if C is compact: 
Theorem 2.2 (Rudin lemma). Let C be compact. The product XX C is normal iff 
every two closed disjoint subsets of X X C have a separation in X x C. 
Proof. Assume that the product is normal and let H and K be two disjoint closed 
subsets of X X C. Let f : XX C + [O, 11 be such that f(H) c (0) and f(K) c (1). 
Let e(C) be the space of all maps from C to R with the supremum norm metric 
p(g, h)=maxIlg(x) -h(x)[: x E C}. Then the function F from X to g’(C) 
defined by F(x) = f r ({x) X Cl, is continuous since C is compact. 
Let ‘%’ be a locally finite open cover of %77(C) with sets of p-diameter < i. The 
family Z= {F-‘(U): U E %!‘) is a locally finite open cover of X. For each U E Z! 
we define an open 0, c C such that 
Hn(UxC)cUxO, and KnUxO,=O. 
To this end let 0, = {y E C: 3x E @f(x, y) < i)}, so 0, is open in C and 
Hn(UXC)cUXO, since frH=O. 
For K n U x 0, = 0, let P = {y E C: 3x E @f(x, y) > $11; then P is open in C 
and Kn(flxC)cflxP.WeshowPnO,=O,thusshowing KnUxO,=O.If 
YePnO,, there are x, x’ E 0 with f(x, y) < i and f(x’, y) > 5, so 
p(F(x), F(x’)) > f, hence the p-diameter of F(U) is > i, a contradiction. 0 
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An almost the same version of Rudin lemma with the same proof, appeared in 
[13, Theorem 3.31. The proof is standard, see for example [4, Theorem 5.1.381. 
Theorem 2.2 is from [2]. 
To show how to use Rudin lemma we indicate how to prove by now a folklore 
result of Morita [8] which we use in Section 3. 
Corollary 2.3 [8]. If C is a nondiscrete compact space and XX C normal, then X is 
countably paracompact. 
Proof. Let D = {cn :n < w} be an infinite discrete subset of C and let {F, : n < w} 
be a decreasing family of closed sets in X with n ,,F,, = 0. Let H = X x Bd D and 
K = U,(F,, X {c,)). Any (H, K)-separation gives an open family (U, : n < o} in X 
with n,, U, = 0 and F,, c U,, for each n. 0 
A similar argument can be used to show Kunen’s theorem [lo, Theorem 3.71: 
XX (K + 1) is normal iff X is normal and K paracompact; Morita’s theorem [7]: 
XX 2” is normal iff X is normal and K paracompact; Tamano’s theorem [14]: 
XX pX is normal iff X is paracompact; Alas’ theorem [l]: XX (Y(K) is normal iff 
X is countably paracompact and K-CObXtiOnWiSe normal where (Y(K) is the 
one-point compactification of discrete K. See, for eXaIq& [2]. 
Another characterization of normal products with a compact space is given in 
[lo, Theorem 3.21 and is used to prove the theorems from the above paragraph. 
Now we indicate how to prove Rudin’s Theorem 2: 
Theorem 2.4. Assume that C is compact and X x C normal. Then X is w(C)-collec- 
tionwise normal, 
Proof. Let K = w(C), and let {F, : < K) a discrete of closed in X. 
would like have families : a < K} and {K, : a < K} of closed sets in C 
with n K, = 0 for each (Y, and (H, n K, # 0 or HP n K, # 0 for each (Y # p). 
Then let H = U,(F, X H,) and K = U,(F, x K,), and any (H, K)-separation 
will do the trick. These families are easy to get if C is O-dim, if not we have to do 
this thing twice: 
Lemma 2.5. There are families { Hd; : CY < K A i < 2} and { KL : CY < K A i < 2} of closed 
subsets of C such that for each i and (Y, HA n KL = 0 and if (Y # p then either 
(HinKizO orHjnKt#O) or (HLnKi#O orHLnKA#O). 
This finishes the proof, since if H’ = lJ,(F, x Hi) and K’ = LJ,(F, x KL) and 
U, the union of the first factors of an (H’, K’)-separation that intersect F,, we 
have that {U,’ n U,’ : a < K) is locally finite. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 2.5. This holds for any regular C with w(C) = K, construct them 
by induction on (Y < K. We’ll have 
where VU0 c Vb c pa1 c V,” and the VL are open and nonempty. 
At stage cy <K we can find an x E C and open sets VL for i < 3 such that 
x E V," c p," c V, c vu1 c V,’ and there is no Vi for p < (Y with x E Vi C V,“. This 
will do. q 
This is Lemma 7 from [12]. 
3. Closed maps 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that C is compact, X X C normal, and Y a closed image of X. 
Then Y X C is normal. 
Proof. Observe first that we may assume that C is nondiscrete, hence X is 
countably paracompact by Corollary 2.3 and w(C)-collectionwise normal by Theo- 
rem 2.4. Let K = w(C). 
Then for every closed locally finite family 9 in X with I ST ( Q K there is an 
open locally finite family (U, : F E 9-} with F c U,, for each F; Dowker [3] and 
Katetov [6], for a simple proof see [4,5.5.17]. 
Let f : X--f Y be closed and onto and let H and K be two disjoint closed 
subsets of Y X C. We find an (H, K)-separation, thus showing that Y X C is 
normal. 
Let H’= (fx id,)-‘(H) and K’= (fx id,)-‘(K). Fix an (H’, K’)-sep- 
aration in XX C. 
Observe that if 9’ is a base for C of size K, closed under finite unions, we can 
always assume that each 0, from the (H ‘, K ‘)-separation is an element of 9’. 
List the 0,‘s as (0, : a < K) and let 
u,l=X\(~[K’n(Xx0,)] ur[H’n(Xx(C\O,))]), 
where r : X X C +X is the projection map. 
Then the open family (U,l : a <K} has a locally finite closed refinement F’ 
(closures of the U’s from the (H’, K’)-separation). 
Note that 
U,=f(U,l) =X\(r[Kn (Yx&)] UT[Hn (Yx (C\OJ)]) 
(here rr : Y X C -+ Y is the projection map). 
So if we can find a closed locally finite refinement of PZ = {U, : a < K}, Dowker- 
Katetov theorem and the sets 0, can be used to get an (H, K )-separation. 
Theorem 3.3 shows how to do that, but first we need: 
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Definition 3.2. A family 9 is hereditarily closure preserving iff for every .Y c ~7 and 
{A,:FEg} with A,cF, 
uAF= UAF. 
FEY FEZ 
Observe that P-= {f(F): F E 9’) is a hereditarily closure preserving closed 
refinement of ?Y/, since F’ is locally finite and f closed. Hence we need to show: 
Theorem 3.3. Assume that Y is a countably paracompact, K-collectionwise normal 
space and that Z is an open cover of Y of cardinal& K which has a closed, 
hereditarily closure preserving refinement. Then Z? has a locally finite closed refine- 
ment. 
Proof. Assume that Z! = (U, : a G K} and that F = {F, : a G K) is a closed hereditar- 
ily closure preserving refinement of ZY such that F, c U, for each (Y and that for 
each limit (Y, F, = U, = 0 (this assumption saves one step in the write-up of the 
proof). 
By induction on /? =z K we construct a matrix of closed sets (F! : a G p> such 
that Ff c U, for CY G p, and 
(i> (VP =G K)[(F~ : a =g p) is locally finite]; 
(ii) (VP G KNU ,<&j = U aapFal; and 
(iii) (Va G K)[( Ff : p 2 a> is increasing]. 
Then (F,” : CY G K) is as required. 
If (Y is a limit ordinal we will have F,P = 0 for each p 2 LY. 
Let Fi = F,,. 
At stage LY construct (F; : 5 G a): 
Casel:a=p+lasuccessor.Sowearegiven(FSP:5,<P).Let(VP:5~P)be 
an open locally finite family such that (Vg G p)[ Fp c ‘/p c pcP c UC] and VP = 0 for 
5 a limit. 
Let FE =&\ U59P 5 VP, and for 5 < (.y, let 
F;=F;u [ (&‘%Fa)\ u V; . v<t 1
Note that each FF is closed, U, mu F; = U,,, F[, and the family (F; : 5 =G a> is 
locally finite. Also each F,” = 0 if ,$ is a limit. 
Case 2: (Y is a limit. Let F,* = 0, and for 5 < a, let FF = IJcGp <a Ff. 
Note that U,,,F;= U,,, Fs, each FF is closed, since the family 9 is 
hereditarily closure preserving, and that U, ~ a F; is closed being equal to U, c u F(. 
So to check the local finiteness, pick an x E U,,, FF, and find a neighborhood 
of x intersecting at most finitely many members of (F; : .$ G a). 
Let 7 be the least with x E F,” and p the least with x E F:, so p = y + 1 (a 
successor). 
Let U, be a neighborhood of x disjoint from U, < II Fg (( F[ : 5 G p) is locally 
finite) and intersecting only finitely many of the F[‘s. 
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Observe that if S<cr, then x@pfsnF, for any e<n, so since (Vi:,$<q) is 
locally finite, x G F, n U, <9 vi = F8 n U 5 < 7) Fe*. But 9 is hereditarily closure 
preserving so 
XP u F,n up;. 
6<a 5<7 i 
If U, is a neighborhood of x disjoint from the above set we have that 
WonU,)n7(lJc,,F;)=0. 
Let 6 > p be a successor with 6 < (Y. Since x E F( c VT’-‘, 
xeF,\ U Vi-l=F!n U (vt-lnFs)\ U Vz-’ =F;. 
PLQ1) 5>17 WC5 1 
(This last set is the points from F8 added to the sets F!-l, for 5 > 77 at stage 6, 
plus F,s.) 
So x P Fi = Fi, hence 
(9 is hereditarily closure preserving). 
Let U, be a neighborhood of x with U. n U, is Ca Fg = 0. Then U, n U, n U, 
intersects F;, 5 <a, only if U, intersects Ft, hence only finitely many of them. 
0 
Remark. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is the same as in [12]; it is included here for 
the convenience of the reader. 
Also, note that any closed hereditarily closure preserving family is a closed 
image of a locally finite closed family. 
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